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The more orders pharmacists have to verify, the more likely they are to make
mistakes.

The more orders pharmacists have to verify, the more likely
they are to make mistakes.

To gain more insight on pharmacist medication errors,
researchers recently monitored 1,887,751 medication orders,
92 medication error events, and 50 pharmacists at a large
tertiary care medical center in Houston, Texas.

They looked for potential risk factors related to workload, work
environment, and the number of pharmacists per shift, and
they also considered factors such as the type of pharmacy
degree, age, experience, and number of years at the institution.

Noting that pharmacists are one of the final safeguards before
a patient receives a medication, the researchers highlighted the
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importance of identifying factors that affect pharmacist error
rates.

They determined that the error rate was 2.58 errors per 100
shifts when the number of orders verified per shift was in the
100 to 200 range, 8.44 when the number of verified orders was
in the 201 to 400 range, and 11.11 when the number of verified
orders exceeded 400. Overall, the error rate was 4.87 errors per
100,000 verified orders.

The evening shift had the highest error rate, followed by the
day shift and then the night shift. In addition, there was a
higher medication error rate during the weekdays compared
with the weekends, the researchers found.

“My take‐home message from the study was how remarkably
safe the order entry verification process was overall, but also
our finding that the number of orders verified per shift
increased the potential for errors,” study author Kevin W.
Garey, PharmD, MS, professor at the University of Houston
College of Pharmacy, told Pharmacy Times. “It confirms that
this part of the order verification process is safe and also gives
us actionable items to continue to improve.”

The pharmacist errors reported in the study were collected
through a voluntary reporting system known as the University
HealthSystem Consortium Patient Safety Net ﴾PSN﴿. The fact
that these error reports were voluntary was one of the study’s
limitations, the researchers noted.

Using PSN’s harm score classification, the medication errors
were judged by a hospital safety committee on a scale from 1
to 9, with 9 representing death. These scores were divided into



3 categories: near miss ﴾1‐2﴿, reached the patient ﴾3‐5﴿, and
harm ﴾6‐9﴿.

The researchers found that the highest rate of error was 3.76
for the middle category, followed by 1.01 for the near‐miss
category and 0.11 for the harm category.

The most common error types were wrong dose or wrong drug
or substance.

The 5 medications most commonly involved in an error were:

· Pneumococcal vaccine ﴾duplicate order﴿: 13%

· Piperacillin/tazobactam 3.375 g vial ﴾allergy or wrong dose﴿:
4%

· Influenza virus vaccine ﴾duplication﴿: 3%

· Warfarin sodium 5 mg tablet ﴾wrong dose﴿: 2%

· Dexamethasone injection 4 mg ﴾of dexamethasone
phosphate﴿ per mL ﴾wrong dose﴿: 2%

The authors noted that adverse events related to medication
errors cost around $37.6 billion to $50 billion each year. In
addition, it is estimated that between 44,000 and 98,000
patients die in US hospitals each year due to medical errors.

They compared the high‐pressure tasks that pharmacists
perform with the job of a pilot.

“The health care industry, specifically pharmacy operations,
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resembles the high‐acuity, high‐stress work environment seen
in aviation,” the researchers wrote. “A pharmacist is at great
risk to commit a medication error due to the intricacies of the
medication dispensing process, which includes verifying that
the order is appropriate for the patient.”

In the study, there was not a statistically significant difference
in error rate between more experienced workers and younger
workers. The most commonly held pharmacy degree was a
Bachelor of Science ﴾64%﴿.

The study results were published in the American Journal of
Health‐System Pharmacy.
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